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WELCOME
Celebrating our first issue.

Hello, my name is Helen and you may have seen me visit
Treeview as I have been gathering stories for our first

issue of The View magazine. I look forward to seeing many
more of you over the coming months and hearing your

reactions to our magazine.  
 

I am returning to writing after working in health,
manufacturing and television.  My writing journey began
with a newsletter at high school, and it led me to study

journalism at Charles Sturt University. My first job was at
ABC TV Gore Hill, and as my interest in TV production grew

I found myself on the other side of the camera for nine
years working on programs including A Big Country, 4

Corners, and Play School.
 

I left the ABC for more lucrative work in marketing and
communications in the packaging, financial services and
building industries. During that time I gained a marketing

qualification and had two children. While at home with
them, I volunteered for organisations including the Sydney
Street Choir, and became President of the school P & C. 

 

"We hope you enjoy the first
issue. Please contact us with

your feedback".

HELEN  SWINTON

Editor

We moved to Lithgow and I started working in
health at Lithgow Hospital, and more recently a

local GP practice. Now it’s time to return to writing
and working to create a magazine that's a handy
reference, and an interesting coffee table read.   

 
As many of you did, I moved here for cleaner air
and a less frenetic lifestyle. It was a bonus that I

met many new friends and picked up ukulele
playing. Lithgow is an ideal place to make friends,
pursue hobbies and enjoy nature and gardens. 

 
I look forward to writing about activities to enjoy,
our local environment, and local history pieces. 

 There will also be a resident story in every issue. 
 

Please contact us by email, or drop a note to the
office if you have a story to contribute or a

suggestion to make. We have an editorial team,
and you might approach one of them also.
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BUT WORKING, NEVER HARD

HARD AT
WORK

Treeview resident John Maruschko left post-war
ravaged Austria for a better life. He was destined to
join a ‘migrant army’ that created the biggest
engineering feat in Australia's history: the Snowy
Mountains Hydroelectricity Scheme. 

“The Snowy” was built to divert water from the
mountains to irrigate crops while generating
hydroelectricity. Dams and power stations were
constructed from 1949 to 1974 and despite the size of
the project, it was achieved on time and within budget.  

John joined over 100,000 workers from 30 countries living in
makeshift camps around Cooma, living ‘cheek to jowl’ in
extreme cold and often working on jobs the Aussies wouldn’t
touch. They worked tirelessly, and without knowing it, they
created the birthplace of Australian multiculturalism and a
shift in the nation’s understanding of what it is to be an
Australian.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH JOHN  MARUSCHKO

Prime Minister Bob Menzies in 1955 congratulated them by
recognising their contributions. At the opening of Guthega
Dam he said, “Thank you boys, because if I had only Aussie
workers, they wouldn't have even started yet!”  
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John managed the extreme conditions well. He was born in Bled,
Slovenia and moved to Austria as a child, and he learned at an early age
how to work hard and endure hardship.

“My mother was sick and she grew weak.
She lay on the kitchen table and
instructed me on how to cook and
clean. I was 8 years old. After school
each day, I would clean, bake bread and
cook family meals. She would say ‘go
and bring a piece of bread, what you
baked’ and then ‘oh no!’ because what I
was doing was a ladies’ job. I did this for
a year. 

I was in trouble because I couldn’t do
homework. She wrote a note to the
school, and then I had some privileges
as they felt sorry for me. She died as the
German army occupied Austria. 

I was conscripted to Hitler Youth. My
father fought in the Austrian army,
and my brother was conscripted to
fight for the Nazis. He was wounded
and captured in Russia and as the
Germans advanced there, a Russian
officer burst into the hospital and
shouted “Who can walk?! Who can
run?!” 

The Russians dragged the wounded
POWs outside to the lawn and told
them they didn’t want to waste any
bullets, and mowed them down with
tanks. It was terrible.

After World War II, only farm work  was
available and. money was tight. You only
got food from working on farms.”

In 1950, John got a lucky break as he
went to a refugee camp in Salzburg
where he could apply to leave for better
opportunities. He was too young to go
to many countries. 

He asked a woman at the camp where
she thought he should go. She replied
“John, your future is in Australia!” John
asked, “Where is that?!“

“I was 19 years old when I arrived here,
and I started work at Redfern railway
yard. I lived in a tin shed with three
blankets. I paid for my board, and also
for the blankets over many months. 

I saved enough for a motorbike. I didn’t
spend money on drinking or girls, and I
loved working hard. The Aussies would
say to me, ‘leave that job for tomorrow!’. 
“I got a job with Snowy for better pay. I
enjoyed it from start to end because we
lived in a big camp together at Island
Bend near Guthega, and we ate good
food and had so much fun. 

" I  W A S  1 9  Y R S  O L D  A N D  I  G O T
O F F  T H E  P L A N E  A N D  W E N T  T O

B A T H U R S T  C A M P . "

-   FEATURED STORY   -

Photographs supplied by John
and Daniella 

Top Photo
Snowy Hydro Scheme

Bottom Photo
Warragamba Dam 
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There was time to ski on weekends together at Perisher, riding a pommel to the
top. The ski-fields were small. I have kept up skiing, right up until two years ago. 

In wintertime, you wore street clothes. No uniforms or overalls, and no thick
jackets. I saved hard and bought my first car, a Zephyr. I paid cash for it! 

There were some awful jobs to do.
Labouring, mixing concrete, and
painting the inside of water pipes with
tar. That job we could only do for five
minutes at a time because of the fumes.
Whenever people were miserable, I
would start singing. All the popular
tunes. 

On payday, the lunch tables were joined
together and the gambling started.
Women would visit on ‘business’. I was
never, never in it because I didn’t want
to waste any of my money.

“I had a girlfriend in Sydney where my
motorbike was kept. I would visit her
but always her mother sat between
us. Sometimes we’d go to the movies
and I had to pay for her, and
sometimes her mother and sisters
too! I stopped going to see her. 

“Then I met my first wife Vida at
Paddington Town Hall where a lot of
Europeans enjoyed dances. Sadly,
she died of a brain tumour at 37
years of age, and our two grown up
boys had only me for a long while. 

I found Daniella as she had just become
a widow also. We married, and the boys
were happy to see me re-marry. 

“I worked on the Warragamba Dam
construction but we were outsiders
there and called ‘greasy wogs’. We got
the hardest and dirtiest jobs. 

I retired at 65 and we moved to
Faulconbridge. I made furniture and
Daniella decorated it with folk-art
painting. 

Then we moved to Treeview because it’s
healthier here, and friendly. 

I’ve enjoyed my life. I never took ‘sickies’
and I worked hard. I tell my grandkids
“work hard, enjoy your life!”.

" I  T E L L  M Y  G R A N D K I D S  “ W O R K
H A R D ,  E N J O Y  Y O U R  L I F E ! ”

-   FEATURED STORY   -

Photographs supplied by John
and Daniella 

Top Photo
The happy couple

Bottom Photo
Chullora Migrant Hostel 
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Ingredients

1.8kg kent pumpkin
1 tablespoon Yumi’s Garlic Dip or garlic / 
yoghurt mixed (optional)
2 heaped teaspoons jar or tube ginger, or fresh grated
1 litre of Massel Chicken Stock liquid
Salt and pepper to taste
Chopped herb garnish

Kent pumpkin is good quality and readily available at the
supermarket right now. Prepare it by removing skin and seeds,
and chop it into pieces roughly 4cm in length. Add those straight
to a large pot, and pour over the liquid stock. 

Add the ginger and cook on a medium heat for about 20
minutes until the pumpkin is soft. I use the fresh ginger you buy
in a jar or a tube at the supermarket, but you could use pieces
of ginger (peeled and shredded). 

Use a stick blender to make the mixture smooth and ladle some
into bowls. To garnish, I used Yuma's Garlic Dip.  It has a blend
of garlic, vinegar and potato and just to try it out, I guarantee it's  
good! It added a very nice “garlicky” flavour. I made a swirl
pattern using a fork. You could also try creme fraiche or yoghurt
instead of the dip.

At the moment, I have some marjoram and chives left over from
our (almost) summer, so I chopped and added those. Really you
could add whatever you have in your herb pots and it would still
be fantastic. 

Enjoy!

As we come into the cooler months, nothing is
more satisfying than a big bowl of freshly
prepared pumpkin soup.  Helen, our esteemed
Editor, lets you in her secret recipe.  Enjoy!

-   COOKING   -

Photographed by Helen Swinton 

Photo
Helens's freshly made 

Pumpkin Soup

APRIL RECIPE

AUTUMN
FLAVOUR

EVERYONE'S FAVOURITE...
PIPING HOT PUMPKIN SOUP



BACK TO NATURE

THE GREAT
OUTDOORS

The Treeview community is our special way of life. The most
important element in the community is our residents and the way
they care for and enjoy mutual interests and activities. Our
management team, the staff, the extended community of families
and friends and residents’ pets all contribute to our Treeview
neighbourhood.

Our lives are also enriched by the “non-human” visitors. I gain
immense pleasure from the wildlife which enjoys my garden and
obtain food from the plants and insects my garden provides. I
exclude feral pests, especially rabbits, rats (one of which I am
sure has been stealing my tomatoes) and even foxes which think
they want to take advantage of what our village can offer.

I particularly enjoy the small birds that forage in my garden.
There’s rarely a day without several beautiful little visitors. Allow
me to introduce you to some of them.

Superb Fairy Wren
They hop around and catch tiny insects with their little tails
pointing proudly up into the sky. There are often several together,
blue & black adult males, brown females and juveniles and
occasionally adolescent males in colour transition. I have photos
of them frolicking in the birdbath and even of a pair in a rather
intimate activity in the potted tree outside my bedroom window.
However, my skill with zooming across the courtyard is
inadequate for providing photos that are good enough for the
magazine.

Scrub Wren
They’re more solitary but do sometimes mix with the Fairy Wrens.
Their tail is more like a flat wedge. One little guy who comes
regularly thinks he owns my walker and even sat on the back bar
one day while I was leaning on it.
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Red-browed firetail/ finch
A less frequent visitor and one which I usually only see one at a
time, unlike the ones in this photo which was given to me by my
friend, Jill Dark. I am also using Jill’s photos which, of course, were
not taken in the village for the next two visitors.

Eastern Spinebill
This is the only species in Australia with this body shape. The
name comes from the long beak which is used to obtain nectar
from tubular flowers. They particularly enjoy correas and epacris
but any flower with lots of nectar suits them fine. Their wings
make an unusual noise as they come in to land on a plant.

Our lives are enriched by the “non-human” visitors to
Treeview. I gain immense pleasure from wildlife which
enjoys my garden and obtains food from the plants and
insects that my garden provides.

BY MERLE THOMPSON OAM, 
photos by Jill Dark and Carol Probets

Photographs supplied by Jill
Dark and Carol Probets 

Top Photo
Superb Fairy Wren

Bottom Photo
Eastern Spinebill
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Do you have these visitors to your garden? If not, try
adding a few more Australian native plants to provide
food closer to what was their natural food before we
came here.

New Holland Honey Eater
A colourful and slightly larger regular with a taste in food similar
to the Spinebill. Another quite regular visitor is what bird people
call an “LBB” – little brown bird. It’s a small honeyeater with a shrill
call. Can anyone help me identify it?

I’ll close with a beautiful bird which I have only seen in the village
once and that was several years ago.

The Flame Robin
I managed to zoom onto him on the peak of the garage opposite.
The focus isn’t good but he is too beautiful to leave out.

" T H E  L O C A L  B I R D L I F E  I S  A  B I G  P A R T  O F  W H A T
M A K E S  T R E E V I E W  E S T A T E S  S O  B E A U T I F U L . "

-   GREAT OUTDOORS   -

Top Photo
White Browed Scrub Wren

Bottom Photo
Red Browed Finches



Many happy returns for our
April birthday residents!

Shirley Jones.                            
Winsome Smith.                        
Keith Lamport                             
Jill Carson                                   
Meg Simmons.                           
Robert Pyne
Elaine Desmon 
Kerry Morris 
Kerry Knopov 
Athalie Hastings 
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FROM AROUND THE VILLAGE

TIDBITS

YOU GOTTA BE JOKING

“A retired man volunteers to entertain
patients in hospitals. He visited one
hospital and brought along his
portable keyboard. After telling jokes
and singing songs at patients' bedsides
he said ‘farewell and I hope you get
better’. One elderly gentleman replied
‘I hope you get better too!’”.

Courtesy of Richard Long

PUZZLING

For all of you avid quizmasters out there, let's see how you work this brain
twister out.  By the way, you just might find some clues in this edition! 

CLUES

ACROSS       
1. Many are planted in Treeview
4. Birds introduced from England
6. Your courtyard is a quiet ….    
7. A red-browed firetail is a kind of ….   
10. A bird whose name includes its colour  
12. It’s … to sit in your garden
13. Time in your garden may give you a ….  
14. Many birds eat ……     
17. Don’t let life pass you …    
18. A …. of sunshine     
19. This month      
21. A bird in the hand is worth two in the …  
22. Birds look for insects in the …..
23. Other birds like to eat ….

DOWN       
1. Birds use their …. to feed 
2. Another word for 20 down
3. What you should wear in the garden
5. They can be fairies or scrubs 
6. Prickly plants give little birds …..
8. Birds and plants are part of …..
9. Some of our birds are …..eaters 
10. They eat …….
15. The best flowering is in ……
16. Smallish plants are known as ……
17. Another name for 1 across
18. What the nursery rhyme says to do with



VILLAGE MATTERS

I would like to welcome everyone to our new Treeview

newsletter "The View". It has been a long time coming but

I am very happy with what we have ended up with. 

I would like to say a big welcome and a thank you to our

editor Helen for all her hard work and focus over the last

couple of months, as the team put together all of our

ideas and produced what I think is a fantastic publication. 

I don't think there are many villages, outside of some of

the bigger Retirement Village organisations, that would

go to this much effort. It is these sorts of improvements

that go to fulfilling our vision to be the leading retirement

village provider in the region. 

I would also like to say a big thank you to the residents

that have been interviewed and those that helped put

this first issue together including Penny Kearny, Richard

Long, Merle Thompson and Keith Berry. 

My vision for The View is that it is a source of information

about what's on in the village and surrounding areas but

more importantly showcases the background and

achievements of some of our residents. 

I want The View to be a positive reflection of life at

Treeview and should always contain contributions from

residents or resident groups. We will include content that

is relevant to our residents that covers a range of topics

including health, well-being, gardening, history, cooking

and events. 

We are aiming to publish around ten to eleven issues per

year depending on the team's workload and availability of

content. 

Given that this is our first issue, we welcome feedback on

how we can improve future issues. Please feel free to

email helen@treeview.com.au if you have any thoughts or

feedback. 

I hope you enjoy reading "The View" and we look forward

to publishing our second issue in June.

WELCOME TO "THE VIEW"

BY ANDREW EVETTS,
MANAGING DIRECTOR
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We are progressing well with both construction projects,

although the recent inclement weather and availability of

certain trades are causing some level of delay. We are

having difficulties with our normal bricklayers and roofers

deciding with very limited notice that they were no

longer operating.

Thankfully we have been able to find replacements but it

will take a few weeks for the work to recommence. There

are a range of unprecedented and unpredictable

behaviours going on in the construction industry as a

result of Covid and the current huge level of construction

activity taking place in the Central West area. 

 

Either way, we hope to finally have roofs installed on two

of the stage 8 duplexes starting this week, allowing us to

continue construction without being held up by the

weather. The frames for the top duplex will also be

hopefully delivered and installed this week. 

Given the weather delays, we are concentrating on the

top three duplexes at the moment and the bottom

section will be started in May. 

The Lifestyle Centre refurbishment is progressing albeit

also at a slower pace than planned given the Covid &

weather delays. Most of the internal structure and framing

work has been completed with the plasterboard starting

to be installed next week. 

 

There are a number of key design elements in the new

version of the Lifestyle Centre. This involves a lot of

coordination with the interior designer and the various

trades. 

This is taking a large amount of my time in order to

ensure each element is installed as designed. Also, the

current problems with the supply chain are causing real

problems with the delivery and installation schedules of

each of the elements. 

I am continuing to push all of the various trades &

suppliers to ensure we can get the refurbishment finished

as quickly as I can; however, I am still hesitant to give a

completion date. I am excited by the changes we are

making to the Lifestyle Centre and am sure they will be

very well received by residents so I ask for your continued

patience while we complete the work.

LIFESTYLE CENTRE AND STAGE 8 
VILLA CONSTRUCTION

mailto:helen@treeview.com.au


LITHGOW COMMUNITY CHOIR

OUT AND
ABOUT

Like to sing but lack confidence? No experience? According
to Rowen Fox, conductor of Lithgow Community Choir,
singing experience is not a prerequisite but in joining this
choir your heart will sing!

Rowen’s philosophy is that musical ability is a skill everyone can
improve with practice and group singing helps release our ‘happy
hormones’ (endorphins). This reduces anxiety and stress,
promotes a positive mental state, and helps improve memory
and cognition. Choirs actually enhance socialisation because
singing together is an icebreaker and public performances boost
confidence.

“I am still learning and improving my musical ability, even after
practising for almost 30 years. It's this aspect that makes me
passionate about sharing the benefits with others.”

Established in 2016, LCC meets weekly to learn a wide repertoire
of songs from across the centuries, including composers Henry
VIII and the Beatles, from classical to jazz and pop genres, and
music across cultures, including African rhythms, plangent Māori
pieces, traditional English tunes, and even some songs relevant to
Lithgow including what has become the choir’s signature piece -
the Lithgow Miners’ Strike Song from the infamous strike of 1910.

Rowen is also a composer and performer, having travelled with
the children’s cast of the 1994 production of The Wizard of Oz,
starring Bert Newton and gaining a Masters in composition from
the Sydney Conservatorium, studying under the renowned Anne
Boyd. His compositions are eclectic and include a haunting opera
Chang ‘E and the Moon. He lives in the upper Blue Mountains and
takes inspiration from nature and the environment. 

With such an impressive CV, you’d think Rowen wouldn’t relate to
less experienced singers, but you’d be wrong. He’s passionate
about making music with participants and everyone finds Choir
stimulating and fun. 

https://www.rowenfox.com/ 
0448 067 746 
rowenfox@hotmail.com.
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BY PENNY KEARNEY

 Photo
Rowen Fox

meets weekly on Wednesdays 7pm-8:30pm during
school terms at Hoskins Memorial Church Hall, 43
Bridge Street Lithgow 
cost is $12 ($10 concession) paid to Rowen at each
attendance. 
each session includes vocal and body warm-ups and
sheet music 
sight reading ability is an advantage, but not necessary
outfits are black and green, and you’ll need a black
folder for music
the Church Hall is heated, there is a kitchen, and
parking outside.
carpooling among Treeview residents could be possible

Lithgow Community Choir

https://www.rowenfox.com/


ART & MUSIC
Ephemeral, 7th - 24th April 2022, is an exhibition of works by Penelope Oates, Kristine

Ballard, Carol Gill, and ceramicist Nicola Coady. Gang-Gang Gallery 206 Main Street, Lithgow
https://gggallery.com.au

 
Art Classes on 1st and 3rd Mondays monthly at 29 Edgell Street, Bathurst. Contact Ruth

attreasurereac@outlook.com to book. Pay $10 at the door; the class starts at 9:30 am and
includes morning tea.

 
Sunday Jam - Open Mic & Live Music at The Coronation Hotel, Portland, until the last Sunday

in May. Bring an instrument and play, or come and listen. Great pub food from 12-6 pm
Friday/Saturday/Sunday. Open mic begins at 2 pm.

 
Creative Dementia Workshops at Lithgow Uniting Church (Parish Hall), 43 Bridge Street,

Lithgow 18th April, 2nd May, 16th May, 6th June and 20th June. 9:45am - 12pm. Workshops
are free; donations welcome. Morning tea will be served. The workshops focus on art, music,

and mindfulness and support people with dementia and their carers. 
To book, call Kas 0428 610 959.

 
Banjo Paterson Writing Awards until Friday 6th May. Cash prizes for Short Story ($2,000)
and Contemporary Poetry ($2,000). Download an entry form from Central West Libraries

website http://www.cwl.nsw.gov.au
 

LithGlow is on at Blast Furnace Park, Saturday 14th May 5 pm - 8 pm. It will feature a circus
troupe, live music, market food stalls, and a fireworks display (and it’s a free event).

 
Opera Gala is on at the Union Theatre, Lithgow Sat 30th Apr 2022, 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm $35 -
$50 per ticket from Humantix https://events.humanitix.com/opera-gala-at-the-union-theatre

 
A number of arias will be performed, including The Toreador Song and Seguidilla from
Carmen; Vilia from the Merry Widow; the Pearl Fishers Duet; and Nessun Dorma from

Turandot.
 

ACTIVITIES
Jenolan Caves is open every day 1st April - 25th April. Tickets are limited, so you must book

ahead. Go to the website for details www.jenolancaves.org.au
 

Cox’s Road walk on Saturday 7th May 2022, 9:30am - 2pm. Mount York Road, Mt Victoria.
Meet in the car park, enjoy a morning tea provided by National Trust, Australian Heritage
Festival. To book, visit the website https://www.nationaltrust.org.au and look for the Cox’s

Road walk event, or email bmnt1814@gmail.com Tickets are $50 ($45 members).
 

Tarana Markets 9am - 1pm on Sunday 24th April Tarana Rural Fire Service sheds on Sodwalls
Road, Tarana.

 
Probus Club Blackheath meets at Katoomba RSL on Thursday April 28th and Thursday May

26th. Contact Treeview residents; Kevin and Sheryl 040960077 and Trish 0407207650 to ride
share or find out more.

 

LOCAL EVENTS
WHATS ON LOCALLY

APRIL & MAY
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Lithgow is a place of many ‘firsts'. It was the home of Australia's
first commercially viable steel mill. It is the birthplace of the NSW
Hospital Ladies Auxiliary. It also features the first registered Club
in NSW, founded in 1887 and the foyer includes many
photographs of the town from those times. 
 
The Workmen’s Club began with a few local men who met at the
Court House Hotel to talk about starting a club. When the hotel
proprietor heard their plan, he asked them to leave. 
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There are so many local attractions that are worth
visiting.  Not only are they full of rich history and
stories of the local area, it's the people that make
up the community that runs them that truly makes
them special.

-   LOCAL GEMS   -

Photo
Lithgow Workies 1887 

courtesy Lithgow.com 

LITHGOW WORKMEN'S CLUB

BACK IN
TIME

A STORY BY RICHARD LONG Undeterred they took their idea forward and “The Workies” was
born. Initially they rented a house in Tank Street and in
approximately 1890, the Club moved across the road to the present
site. 

The Club had its challenges, with visits from the police to shut them
down, and opposition from locals to gaining a liquor licence. The
Club building was damaged in a fire in 1999 and parts of the original
1960 era buildings were rebuilt. Over its history, there have been
several alterations and renovations. In 1966, the Bowling Greens
were opened and they were welcome additions to the Club’s
facilities. In 2015 a 28-room motel was built as another extension of
the Club. 
 
The “Workies” has over 10,000 members today and continues to be
an integral part of Lithgow’s history and recreational facilities.



The answer lies in eating foods that are
less processed foods and increasing
your protein and dairy intake. Simple
ways to do that is to add extra protein
to the foods you already eat. 

You might try some chia seeds
sprinkled on a salad or on your
breakfast porridge. You could try
eating hummus on crackers or with
carrot sticks, or add some spinach
leaves to your meals. 

Spinach is plentiful at this time of year,
and it contains so many nutrients,
including protein.

It can be a challenge to skip that fast
food option when you’re hungry and
it’s cold and wet outside, so keep some
quick snacks on hand and soup ready
to heat up. 

Avoid buying foods and drinks that are
loaded with sugar, salt and the “wrong”
kind of fat (saturated fats). They’re
quick and easy to prepare, but they’ll
let you down in the long run and won’t
satisfy your cravings for very long.

Did you know that as we get older, we
need fewer calories/kilojoules?  This is
because we are less active, but we
need about the same amount of
nutrients, and sometimes more! 

Our calcium needs increase as we
age. We need to find new ways to add
extra serves of low-fat milk, yogurt
and cheese to our meals. Take a look
at this month’s soup recipe which can
easily be “upgraded” with the addition
of grated cheese or yoghurt. 

"Eating well means that you could also live
longer, and while you’re living longer you might

enjoy better health". 
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PANTRY STOCKTAKE

HEALTH & WELLNESS

TAKE STOCK BEFORE WINTER
AND KEEP SOME HEALTHY
PANTRY SNACKS.

For most of us, our bodies could do
without those discretionary foods
including chocolate and alcohol, fried
food, and sugary drinks. While fun to
enjoy occasionally, they increase your
weight over time.

There’s no one particular food that will
make you live to 100! But there are
foods that we can eat that improve our
chances of having a long and healthy
life. High fibre, low salt, low sugar, and
eat more plant foods and fish. 

This type of diet reduces chronic
inflammation in the body, and that’s a
factor in cancer, heart disease, stroke
and Type 2 diabetes. 

So have a pantry stocktake today and
move all those unwanted foods to the
back of the cupboard and out of sight,
and enjoy your Easter!

Easter has just gone and as the evenings get colder we are naturally seeking out hot and satisfying meals and
snacks...not to mention chocolate! The trick is to avoid loading up on carbs from leftover Easter buns and eggs
and, at the same time, feeling satisfied when the cold weather cravings hit.

You can find a helpful guide from "Eat
for Health" (www.eatforhealth.gov.au)
for people of different ages and activity
levels and of average height.
Depending on how active you are, you
might need more serves of the Five
Food Groups or unsaturated spreads
and oils.
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